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lh this paper we firstly iutroduce the concept of a normal systeln in an orthogroup amd the 

concept of the kernel system of a homomorphism of am orthogroup. The normal systems in an 

orthogroup are completely determimed. Im the latter half of the paper, some generalizations of 

results appear in the group theory are established for orthogroups by using the above-mentioned 

concepts instead of the concepts of a nonnal subgroup and the kermel of a homomorphism in 

the group theory. The complete proofs are almost omitted, and omly an outline of the results 

is given. 

S1. Normal systems 

Let S be an orthogroup (that is, a semigroup which is a union of groups and whose 

idempotents form a band), and Es the band of idempotents of S. Let N be a subortho-

group of S (that is, a subsemigroup which is an orthogroup with respect to the multi-

plication in S) such that N D Es, and cr a band congruence on N (that is, a congruence 

a On N such that the factor semigroup N/a of N mod a is a band). If there exists a 

congruence p on S such that xa= xp for all x e N, where xa, xp are the cr-class and the 

p-class containing x respectively, then the pair (N, cf) of N, a is called a normal systeln 

in S. In this case, the congruence p above is uniquely determined (when such p exists) 

and is denoted by as (see [1]). This (TS Will be called the natural extension of (T to S 

It is easy to see that as is the congruence on S generated by a. Now, it is also easily 

seen that any homomorphic image of an orthogroup is also an orthogroup. Let 

q) : S->Tbe a homomorphism of an orthogroup S onto an orthogroup T, and epi the 

congruence on S induced by q) (that is, for a, b e S, aq)'b if and only if aq)=bep). The 

collection {ocep~ I : oc e ET (the set of idempotents of T)} is called the kernel of ep, and 

denoted by Ker ep. The subset N = U Ker ep = U {ocq)~1 : cc e ET} of S is clearly a sub-

orthogroup of S. The restriction Nepi of epi to N (that is, for any a, b e N, aNq)ib if 

and only if aepib) is a band congruence on N, and (N, Nq)i) is a normal system in S 

since N~i has epi as its natural extension to S. This (N, Nq)i) is called the kernel system 

of q). The identity congruence and the universal congruence on a semigroup S will 

be denoted by Is, Os respectively. Thus, x Isy if and only if x = y ; and xOsy if and only 

if x, y e S. If N is a suborthogroup of an orthogroup S and if (N, ON) is a normal 

system in S, then (N, ON) is especially called a normal suborthogroup of S. A normal 

suborthogroup (N, ON) is simp]v denoted by N, if .there is no confusion. When (N, 
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a) is a normal system in an orthogroup S and crs is the natural extension of a to S, the 

factor semigroup S/as is sometimes denoted by S/(N, a). In particular, if a = ON 

then S/(N, a) is simply denoted by S/N. Hereafter, the band of idempotents of an 

orthogroup S will be denoted by Es' If H is a suborthogroup of an orthogroup S 

and if a is a congruence on S, then the restriction of a to H will be denoted by Ha 

Therefore, for any a, b e H, aHab if and only if aab. 

REMARKS. The following result,s are obvious from the definitions above : 

1. IfN is a normal suborthogroup ofan orthogroup S, then S/N is a group. 

It is well-known that for any e]ement c of an orthogroup S there exists a unique 

inverse c* of c such that cc*=c*c. Hereafter, this inverse c* of c will be denoted by 

2. If S is a group and A is a suborthogroup of S, tllen A is a group and A is a 

nol'Inal suborthogroup of N(A) = {x e S : x~ IAx=A}. 

When N is a suborthogroup of an orthogroup S and a is a band congruence on 

N, we can obtain the following results as conditions for (_N, a) to be a normal system 

in S. 

THEOREM 1. Let S be an orthogl'oup, and N a suborthogl'oup such that N::)Es' 

Let a be a band congruence on N. Then, (N, a) is a normal system in S if and only 

if it satisfies the follovving (1.1) : 

(1.1) (a, b) e (T, cad e N for c, d e S1 ilnplies cbd e N and (cad, cbd) e er. 

REMARK. It can be easily proved that the condition (.1.1) is equivalent to the fol-

lowing (1 .2) : 

(1.2) (1) For any c e S, c~ INC (denoted by N') cN, 

(2) for any c e S, a'={(c~1ac, c~1bc): (a, b) e a} ca, and 

(3) (a, b) e a, ca e N, c e S imply cb e N and (ca, cb) e a; 

and (a, b) e a, ac e N, c e S imply bc e N and (ac, bc) e a 

If the band Es Of idempotents of an orthogroup S satisfies the following condition 

(1.3), then S is said to be strjctly inversive: 

(1.3) If e, feEs, e~f (that is, ef=fe=e) and xx~1 =f, then ex=xe 

It is well-known (see [2]) that a strictly inversive orthogroup S can be uniquely 

decomposed into a band of groups, that is, there exists a unique congruence a on S 

such that S/a is a band and each a-class is a subgroup of S. This a is actually the least 

band congruence on S 

As special cases of Theorem I , we have the followmg results 

THEOREM 2 Let S be an orthogroup, and N a strictly inversive suborthogroup 
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of S such that N:)Es' Let a be t/･7e least band congl'uence on N. Tl7en., (N, a) is a 

normal system in S if a,nd only jf (N, a) sa,ti~",fies (1), (2) of (1.2). 

THEOREM 3. Let S be a stl'ictly inversive ol'thogl'oup, and N a suborthogl'oup of 

S such that NDEs' Let a be the least band congl'uence on N. Then, (N, a) is a 

normal ･system in S i.f and only rf NccN fol' all c e S. 

COROLLARY. Let S be a strictly invel'sive ol'thogl'oup, and (N, ~) a nol'mal system 

in S. Let a be tlle least band congl'uence on N. Tl7en, (N, a) is also a norlnal sJ'stem 

REMARK. It is also true that if the band Es Of idempotents of a strictly inversive 

orthogroup S is a normal suborthogroup, then (Es, P~) is a normal system in S for any 

band congruence p on Es' 

S 2. Isomorphism theorems 

In this S, we shall show analogues to the fundamental theorem for homomorphisms, 

the first isomorphism theorem, the second isomorphism theorem and the Zassenhaus 

theorem of the group theory. 

First, we have 

THEOREM 4. Let S be an ol'thogl'oup, and (N, a) a normal systeTn in S. Then, 

f: S~>S/(N, a) (=Slas) defined by xf=xas (the crs~class containing x), x e S, is a 

sulfective homomol'phisn'7. In this case, the kernel systel'n of f is (N, cr), that is, 

U Kerf=N and Nfi=a. 
Conversely, If g : S~>T is a suljective homollrorphism of an orthogrol-lp S to an 

ol'thogl'oup T, tllen the kernel system (N, Ngi) is'a nol'l7ra/ systeln in S and S/(.N, Ngi) 

is isomol'phic to T. 

COROLLARY. If ep: SH･G is a sulfective /70lnomol'phism ofan ol'thogl'oup S to a 

group G, then A=Kerep is a norrnal subol'thogl'oup of S and S/A is isolnorphic to A. 

Let (N, cr) and (_M, p) be normal systems in an orthogroup S. If N c M, it can be 

easily proved that (N, a) is a normal system in M. In general, the following is true. 

THEOREM 5. Let S be an orthogl'oup, and (N, a) a nol'ln.al systeln in S. Let H 

be a subol't/7091'o~up of S such, that HDEs' Then, (H n N, HnNa) is a norlnal systeln 

in H. 

Now, if N c M, aj~l c p and xa~. = x(7M for all x e M (aM, as are the natural exten-

sions of tf to M and S respectively), then we say that (M, p) contains (N, er) (with respect 

to a). This will be denoted by (.N, a) c (M, p). Let ep : S->T be a homomorphism 

of an orthogroup S onto an orthogroup T, and put U Ker ~ =M. Let (N, er) be a 
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normal system in T. We have L=Nep~1cM since N:DET Now define a band 
congruence a~9~1 on L as follows : 

(2.1) For x, y e L, xaq)~ Iy if and only if (xq))cr(yep) . 

Then it rs easily proved that (Nq)~1, aep~ 1) is a normal system in S such that (M, Mepi) 

c (Nep~1, aq)~1). 
Mepi 

Conversely, Iet (K, p) be a normal system in S such that (M, Mep') Ci (K, p) 
Mep 

Define a band congruence pq) on Kep as follows : 

(2.2) For u, v e Kq,, upepv if and only if u =xq), v=yep and xpy for 

some x, y e K . 

Then, it is also easily proved that (Kep, pep) is a normal system in T 

Now, Iet ~P = {(K, p) : (K, p) is a normal system in S such that (M, M~9') c (. K, 
Mep' 

p)} and jcr = {(N, (T) : (N, a) is a normal system in T}. Define ~ : ~P->jar and ip : jar~>~P 

by (K, p)~ = (.Kq), p~9) and (N, a)ip = (Nep~1, aq)~1) respectively. Then, it can be 

proved that ~ip = iy (the identity mapping on ~P) and ip~ = i~ (the identity mapping on 

Jar). Consequently, both ip and ~ are injective and surjective. Therefore, we have 

THEOREM 6. Let ~: S->Tbe a homomorphism of an orthogroup S onto an ortho-

group T, and put U Kerep=M. Let ~P be all the normal systems (K, p) in S such 

that (M, Mepi) c.(K, p), and Jar all the normal systems in T. Then, ~: ~P->jar defined 
Mep* 

by (K, p)~ =(Kep, pq)) gjves an 1-1 correspondence between ~P and jcr. 

Next, Iet us consider isomorphism theorems. If a, p are congruences on a semi-

group S such that a c p, then p/a denotes the congruence on S/a defined as follows : 

(2.3) For ~, b e S/(T (where ~ is the a-class containing x), ~ p/a ~ if and 

only if apb . 

Then, firstly we have the following result as a generalization of the first isomorphism 

theorem of the group theory. 

THEOREM 7. (Thefirst isomorphism theorem). 

Let S be an orthogroup, and (N, a), (M, p) normal systelns in S such that (N, 

or)c(M, p). Then, 

S/(N, a)//(M/(N, a), plaM) ~; S/(M, p) . 

Further, by using Theorem 5, we can obtain the following result. If M. N are 

suborthogroups of an orthogroup S such that M :) Es and N :) Es, then M V N denotes 

the least suborthogroup containing M U N (the set union), that is, the suborthogroup 

generated by M U N. 
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THEOREM 8. (The second isomorphism theorem) 

Let S be an orthogroup, and (N, (T) a normal system in S. Let M be a subortho-

group ofSsuch that M=)Es' Then, 

M V N//(N, a)~;M/(M n N, MnNa) 

REMARK. It is easily proved that if (N, a) is a normal system in a strictly inversive 

orthogroup S and if M is a suborthogroup of S such that M D Es, then NM = MN = 

M V N. 

If S is a strictly inversive orthogroup, then every suborthogroup of S is also strictly 

mversrve. Therefore, if N is a suborthogroup of S such that N D Es and if a is the least 

band congruence on N then a gives the decomposition of N into a bandEs Of groups; 

that is, Nla~;Es and each or-class is a subgroup of S. We shall denote the pair (N, a) 

simply by [N] ; [N] = (N, a) 

Now, finally we have the following result as a generalization of the Zassenhaus 

theorem of the group theory 

THEOREM 9. (A generalization of the Zassenhaus theorem) 

Let S be a strictly inversive orthogroup, and H, H1' K, K1 suborthogroups of S 

such that HDHIDES and KDK1=)Es' If [Hl] is a normal system in H and if 
[Kl] is a normal system in K, then 

(1) H1 V (H n K)=HI (H n K), K1 V (K n H)=KI (K n H), H1 V (H n K1) = 
H1(H n K1)' K1 V (K n H1)=K1(K n H1); and [H1(H n K1)] is a normal system in 

H1(H n K) and [K1(K n H1)] is a normal system in K1(K n H); and 

(2) H1(H n K)//[H1(H n K1)] ~;K1(K n H)/l[K1(K n H1)]' 

S 3. Subdirect decompositions and direct decompositioms 

Let S be an orthogroup, and (A, a), (B, p) normal systems in S. Suppose that 

(3. 1) a n p = iA nB (the identity congruence on A n B) 

Let 

 s be the congruence on S generated by a n p. Then, 

s=is is 

obwous. Since A(as n ps) c a and B(as n ps) cp, it follows that AnB(as n ps) c a n p 

= IAnB' Now, Iet a(as n ps)x for a e A n B and x e S. Then, aasx and apsx. Since 

(A, a) is a normal system in S, aas = a(T holds. Therefore, x e A. Similarly, x e B 

Hence, x e A n B. Thus, (A n B, A nB(as n ps)) is a normal system in S and the natural 

extension of AnB(as n ps) to S is as n ps' Since AnB(as n ps) = iAnB, we have as n ps= Is' 

Hence, the mapping ~ : S->Sl(Ts x S/ps (direct product) defined by x~ = (xas, xps) is 

an injective homomorphism. It is obvious that S~pl = {x~pl: x e S} = S/as and 
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S~p2 = {x~p2 : x e S} = Slps, where pl' p2 denote the first and the 'second projections of 

S/as X S/ps respectively. Thus, we have the following result. 

THEOREM 10. Let S be an orthogro'up, and (A, cr), (B, p) n,orrnal systelns in S. 

If a n p= iAnB, ,then S is isomorphic to a subdirect product of Slcrs and Slps' 

REMAR K. By using the theorem above, we can obtain the following results : 

I. If S is a strictly inversive ortl･10group a,nd ifEs is a normal subol'thogroup of S, 

then S is isomorph,ic to a subdil'ect pl'oduct of a group and Es' 

It should be also noted that Es is a normal suborthogroup of S if and only if it 

satisfies the condition 

(3.'-) ce e Es, c e S, e e Es imply c e Es, and ec e Es, c e S, e e Es imply c e Es ' 

II. If S is a cornmutatjve orthogroup and if S satisfies the condition 

(*3 .3) - 1 =bb-1 and at=bt, teEs il'n,p[y a=b, aa 

tll,en S is isolnol'phic to a subdirect product of a col'llmutative group and a se'nilattice. 

III. ~fS is an, oi'thogroup in whicll the ban.d of idelnpotents is isomorph.ic to t/･7e direct 

product of a, 1'ecta,ngular band and a. sel'nilattice, then S is isomorphic to a subdirect 

product of a (.C)-inversive ol'thogroup (that is, an ol'thogroup whic/･7 is a semilattice 

of9roups) an,d a rectangular ban,d. 

Finally, again let (A, cr), (B, p) be normal systems in an orthogroup S. Consider 

the following condition for a'p*). 

(3 .4) For any x, y e S, there exists w e S such that wx (a'p) wy (hence, of 

course wx e A and wy e B), ww~ 1_xx~ 1(Txx~1 and ww~ Iyy~ pyy 

Suppose that (A, cr), (B, p) satisfy the conditions (3.1) and (.3.4). For any x, J; e S, 

there exists w e S such that wxat and tpwy for some t e A n B and ww~ Ixx~ Iaxx~1 

ww~1yy~1pJ'y~1. Now, 14;vv~ Ixcr~~w~ It and w~ Itpsw~ Iwy. On the other hand. 

w~ Ilvxx~1axx~1 implies' w~ Iwxasx. Similarly, vvt,v~ IJ'ps_v. Hence, x(rsw~ Iwxasw~ I tps 

w~114'J'psy, tha_t is, x (as'Ps) y. By (.3.1), as n ps=is' Therefore, f : S->S, /as X Slps 

defined by xf= (xas, xps) is an isomorphism. Thus, we have the following theorem 

THEOREM 11. Let (A, a), (B, p) be norlnal systelns in an ol'thogl"oup S. If (A, 

eF), (B, p) sati.~,fy the conditions (3.1), (3.4), then S is isolnorphic to the direct product 

of S/(A, a) and S/(B, p). 
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